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Simbircite

Simbircite is an extremely rare crystal.  It comes from Simbirsk, Russia.  This 
crystal was formed over 80 million years ago during the Cretaceous age.  It is 
a combination of calcite, marl, pyrite, fragments of ammonites and other 
ancient life forms.  The gold lines are pyrite.  

It absorbs negative energy.  

It is a mental crystal.  It helps to ease fear.  It also calms the mind.  It can 
strengthen memory.  It helps to promote emotional balance.  It can help you to 
deal with the fight/flight response.

Excellent crystal for protection.

It helps to balance, stimulate and active the root chakra, sacral chakra and 
solar plexus chakra.  As these chakras become more active it can greatly 
increase your physical energy.

This crystal may hold information from the Cretaceous Age and the the 
subsequent geological ages ... a record keeper.  

Very useful in shamanic workings.  Placing the crystal on the 3rd eye may 
give glimpses into the ancient past of this planet.  If worn when you begin an 
astral traveling session it can ward off "nether" entities (beings from 
Ne'thar'ia, often not friendly to beings from our plane) by emitting a golden 
ray at an inverse frequency to their natural frequency.  

Excellent for healing to repairs tears in the heart chakra caused by physical 
assault, sexual assault, emotional assault.  This crystal can work through time 
to send emotional healing back to the time when the assault occurred.  When 
combined with Reiki and the mental/emotional symbol, Holy Fire Reiki, Holy 
Fire Karuna Reiki (r), Kaleidoscopic Reiki, multiple Rainbow Reiki 
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techniques, this crystal can provide a deeper and more directed energetic 
release related to the issues described.  As the pent up energies are worked 
through, it may help the individual speed personal healing related to those 
issues.

This crystal can help people come to terms with their sexuality and become 
more comfortable in their own body.

Astrological:  Aquarius 
Chakras:  Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus
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